E3 Campus Strategic Planning takes teams through an 8-step process. This process includes prioritizing data and reviewing current improvement efforts. Teams will leave with a strategic plan for the current school year and beyond.

**Workshop and support services where leaders and teams will:**
- **Learn** how planning strategically supports closing the learning-doing gap.
- **Evaluate** data to optimize the impact of planning work.
- **Utilize** an 8-step process to leverage data analysis including:
  - Evaluating the current reality
  - Selecting focus areas
  - Planning and leveraging strategies to improve outcomes.
- **Create** process maps with actionable steps to lead campus improvement.

E3 Alliance values shared leadership and designs workshop experiences so they are intentionally integrated with collaboration and processing time for leaders and teams.

E3 Campus Strategic Planning aligns with these prioritized levers of the Effective Schools Framework:

**What Educators are Saying about E3 Campus Strategic Planning**

“I found much value in the step-by-step action items that we developed. Looking at data and creating actual action steps that will get us to our goal increases the chances that we meet our goals.”

- Principal, Pflugerville ISD

“I continue to value E3 Alliance and the support they provide my district.”

- Director of Federal Programs, East Central ISD

**Discover Proven Solutions Today**

**Learn More:**
services.e3alliance.org

**Contact:**
Lori Davis • (512) 689-9776
ldavis@e3alliance.org